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Abstract

Conflict, it is often assumed, is the essence of games. Modern multiplayer

games, however, also rely heavily on the cooperation between players. In fact,

given the rapidly increasing popularity and complexity of these games, game

designers are arguably engaged in one of the most ambitious experiments with

social software in recent years.

This article argues that multiplayer games raise issues of the construction and

maintenance of collective resources. If players do not cooperate on such issues a

given game may be visited by social tension and can lose its appeal altogether.

This article relates this issue to the larger issue of social order as studied by

political science after which solutions to the problem are discussed.

Introduction

To play a game like the team-based shooter Counter-Strike is to engage in a

multi-layered system of collaboration. As a team-member each players must

carefully co-ordinate strategy and in casual play all players are co-responsible

for living up to a number of â�œlocalâ�� norms; for instance that the practice of

camping is not tolerated (see Smith 2004).

This observation has not always been acknowledged within game studies which

have tended to frame multi-player games in terms of in-game conflicts

(following standard game definitions highlighting the central position of

conflict) or as arenas of personal expression or experimentation with identity. As

a contrast, this article attempts to understand the role of cooperation on the

construction and maintenance of collective goods in multiplayer games and

argues that such games create a number of social dilemmas that can be (but

often are not) understood and solved using knowledge derived from studies of

real life communities. Various solution types are discussed (from ones imposed

by game designer to those implemented by players themselves) and new ones

are proposed.

Questions of potential deceit or unwillingness to share what should fairly be (or

which can only be) a collective burden can fruitfully be studied under the lens of
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collective action theory; a school of thought anchored in economics and political

science. Collective action theory in various forms has proven successful as a

framework for political thought as well as a tool for shaping concrete policy but,

although addressing issues central to a wide range of community matters, has

seen little application in game studies to date. It promises nevertheless to

provide one potent explanation type for in-game social tension, to provide quite

practical tools for the game designer, and to highlight strong links between

game studies and worthwhile sections of the social sciences.

The following section sketches the theory which is then applied to games.

The problem of collective action

Even if a collective would benefit from a certain resource being procured (say,

the construction of roads) each individual might prefer to have others bear the

burden or cost while nevertheless enjoying the benefits.

This, in essence, is the problem of collective action - in some situations an

individual may enjoy the benefits of a collective good without contributing to its

procurement or maintenance. Consequently, nobody may wish to contribute

and the good is not made available at all. Simply put, such goods are vulnerable

to free-riders, people who take no responsibility for the maintenance or

construction of the resource.

It inspires modesty that this phenomenon, this problem of collective action, was

not discovered (at least not formalized) until Mancur Olson emphasized in 1965

that often â�œIf the members of a large group rationally seek to maximize their

personal welfare, they will not act to advance their common or group

objectivesâ�� (Olson 1971 org. pub. 1965).

Often this problem is alluded to by invoking the concept of a â�œcommonsâ��.

This metaphor has gained popularity to the degree where it is often applied in

inappropriate contexts. The idea of a common physical resource being

destroyed by individuals who do not in fact set out to destroy anything but

merely follow their selfish impulses was formalized in its modern form by the

economist H. Scott Gordon in 1954 (Gordon 1954). Gordon analysed the

behaviour of fishermen damaging free-access fishing grounds by following their

own interest (not adhering to quota). The principle was popularized in 1968 by

biologist Thomas Hardin in the poignantly entitled Science article â�œThe

Tragedy of the Commonsâ�� [1]. Hardin likened the environment to a rural

commons, vulnerable to a tragedy since

â�œâ�¦the rational herdsman concludes that the only sensible
course for him to pursue is to add another animal to his herd.
And another.... But this is the conclusion reached by each and
every rational herdsman sharing a commons. Therein is the
tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to
increase his herd without limit - in a world that is limitedâ��
(Hardin 1968)

Thus, for Hardin, a commonly regulated (or un-regulated) environment was one

doomed to tragedy from individual exploitation. In other words, Hardin had

identified one particular instance of the more general problem pin-pointed by

Olson.

We should note that this destructive logic does not, in fact, require the

identification of a physical resource. Many interactions are characterized by each

individual understanding that one type of behaviour would be collectively
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rational whereas another type of behaviour is tempting because it is

individually rational. Such situations, sometimes modelled as variations of the

classical Prisonerâ�™s Dilemma , are often studied under the more general

heading â�̃ social dilemmasâ�™ (Kollock 1998). For the purposes of this article I

will not need to distinguish sharply between collective action problems and

social dilemmas in general.

Social dilemmas in multiplayer games

Multiplayer gaming, like most human interaction, involves situations or

dynamics that seem both unintended and unwanted by the involved parties.

While conflict is endemic to the enjoyment of most games (being intended)

certain types of conflicts are detrimental to that very same enjoyment.

To be more precise about this distinction we must introduce two perspectives

that are unfortunately all too often confused: We must distinguish between the

game as rule system and the gaming situation(see also Hughes 1999).

In the former case we approach any game formally, directing our attention

towards the reward structures embedded in the game rules. By doing so we are

considering the game as an abstract system bracketing for a moment the actual

experiences of concrete players. This analytical activity corresponds roughly to

classifying novels by genre or to attempt to tease out the intended (or preferred)

reading of a text. Under certain conditions such an approach can be

extraordinarily problematic (see also Taylor Forthcoming), while in others it is

merely a way to be analytical about the structure of the artefacts being studied

[2].

When focusing on the gaming situation, on the other hand, we are specifically

acknowledging that this corresponds only loosely to the formal properties of a

game. The experience of playing a game cannot be determined (at least not

fully) by an examination of the game rules, no matter how rigorous. It is

determined in part by the culture surrounding the game, the concrete gaming

context and the experience and personality of the player. At the extreme end of

the spectrum a game may of course also be entirely â�œsubvertedâ�� as players

exploit a game structure for playing entirely different games or for artistic

expression. When, for instance, Anne-Marie Schleiner worked within Counter-

Strike to achieve the provocatively peaceful phenomenon known as Velvet

Strike[3] she was using the game system in ways afforded but not intended by the

game designers. These different levels of analysis are exactly that - each is

appropriate to the study of certain game-related phenomena but neither can

answer every relevant question we may have. It is the responsibility of the game

researcher instead to be clear about his or her level of analysis and to be acutely

aware of which game elements are obscured by the choice of perspective.

Following this advice, we can note that whereas the game rules (as stated, for

instance, in a Chess rulebook or in the code of Pong) set the scene for conflict, to

actually engage in an enjoyable gaming situation the players must collaborate

on upholding a large number of implicit rules. Pong (Atari, 1972) players, for

instance, must agree (tacitly at least) not to push each other physically, to share

the expense of playing the game etc.(Sniderman 1999). In other words: Pong as

rule system is a non-collaborative activity while the gaming situation

surrounding Pong rests upon mutual coordination and the goodwill of the

players. If we donâ�™t normally consider it in this way it is merely because

coordination and mutual trust is so relatively easy to achieve in physical settings

like arcades.
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Trust formation in darkened arcades is largely out of the game designerâ�™s

hands. For online games requiring players to form teams and find opponents,

however, this is decidedly not the case. In fact, since the matching of players

preceding the actual clashes in online games largely takes place within

structures fashioned by the game developers (or their subcontractors or

partners) we can consider these structures part of the game rules. Or we can at

least acknowledge that they fall squarely under the responsibility of the

developers.

In the following I will show that three conflict-heavy aspects of multiplayer

gaming (cheating, grief play, and responsible participation) may be understood

as social dilemmas.

Cheating as a social dilemma

Many online gamers go to great length to tip the scales in their favour. As one

design manual dryly puts it: â�œIt may seem weird that a significant portion of the

player base is willing to do anything to win, but thatâ�™s the reality of the

situationâ�� (Mulligan and Patrovsky 2003). When such activities take place

outside the original game rules or outside the generally accepted implicit rules

of a game, it would fall under most dictionary definitions of cheating. The

cheater herself, of course, might not always share our opinion. Or she might

consider herself a cheater while not agreeing that such behaviour is morally

reproachable. She is, she might argue, merely playing a different game than the

rest. No matter what she thinks, however, cheating is often reported as a

problem by players and developers..

Accounts of cheating in games almost always invoke the eloquent example of

Blizzardâ�™s Diablo (Blizzard Entertainment, 1996), among the first truly

successful commercial online games. It is generally acknowledged that the

gaming experience was seriously affected by the amount of cheating apparent

among many participants. In a somewhat informal survey conducted by the

gamer magazine Games Domain (Greenhill 1997), 35% of the Diablo-playing

respondents confessed to having cheated in the game (n=594). More

interesting, however, were the answers to the question of whether a

hypothetical cheat and hack free gaming environment would have increased or

decreased the gameâ�™s longevity and playability. Here, 89% of the professed

cheaters stated that they would have preferred not being able to cheat. This

response distribution clearly tells of a social dilemma. Arguably, the players

queried are tempted to cheat but understanding that this temptation applies to

other players as well, would prefer that no-one (including themselves) have full

autonomy.

More formally, each individual realizes that mutual honesty is the most

rewarding strategy one can hope for (in an ideal world, of course, each individual

would be the only one cheating) and express their wish for structural

circumstances that support this choice of strategy. The existence of cheaters

sparking a desire for structural changes can be witnessed on many game

forums. In a thread on an Age of Kings (AoK) discussion board[4], for instance, a

resurgence of cheating inspired a victim to urgently contact the game

developers to have them put a stop to the undesired activities through technical

means. Many sympathised. One player supported the original poster by

declaring that â�œit's scum like them that make the Zone [where AoK players go for

online play] a miserable place to be. Hacks can be used to give yourself inordinate

ratings... This makes me feel like hitting someone.â�� Apart from the request for a
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technical fix, two other solutions were suggested. One was to write down the

names of cheaters to avoid facing them again and to warn others of their low

moral fibre. The other was to play people who are clan members or only play

against friends. In other words: Do not interact with strangers unless they have

institutional backing (a third party vouches for them).

We must acknowledge, however, that cheating is anything but an unambiguous

term. First of all cheating comes in different forms. The easiest form to categorize

is cheating that works on the code level. When a code-savvy player modifies a

client application against the explicit rules of an end-user-licence-agreement or

other document his behaviour is somewhat comparable to a chess player

moving his pieces into a more favourable position while the opponent is

distracted. This is a violation of the original game rules.

Other forms of in-game activities invite more discussion as to their classification.

A player may discover an aspect of the game which, although unplanned for by

the developers, grants him an advantage. If non-destructive to the gameplay

experience such features are often considered signs of sophisticated game

design in single-player games. In multiplayer games, however, such creativity is

sometimes labelled â�œexploitsâ�� and often considered unfortunate if not

downright punishable[5]. An exploit then is an activity aimed at intentionally

achieving an advantage afforded but not intended by the game design.

Notably, though, the player is working within the framework of the game code

and arguably cannot always determine if a certain phenomenon is intended or

not. This ambiguity is obvious from many virtual world discussion boards as well

as from official administrator statements. For instance, the official Star Wars

Galaxies Knowledge Base states:

â�œA Good General rule of thumb is: If you are doing something

that gives you an uneven advantage over a MOB a player or the

game system. You are most likely exploiting.

Knowingly exploiting is a serious offence and can cause

disciplinary action to be taken against your account up to and

including banning.â�� (Sony 2004)

Clearly, this leaves room for interpretation. Arguably, a sensible combat tactic is
to attempt to gain any and all advantage over MOBs or other players (and it is
hard to imagine an â�̃ evenâ�™ advantage). And the word â�œknowinglyâ��
obviously leaves even more room for discussion[6]. Since exploits are game
mechanics unintended by the designers the verdict of â�œexploitationâ��
requires an impressive act of two-way mind-reading. The player must somehow
guess what the designers indented and the administrators must decide if the
player acted â�œknowinglyâ��.

While less than clear-cut which actions should be categorized as cheating we can

understand the heart of the problem. Cheaters, by unbalancing the game, may

ruin games based on competition (but not for players who do not engage in

competition, of course). Thus, the collective good in question is the even

battlefield and the social dilemma builds on the temptation to cheat. We should

note however, that cheating is often not a â�œpureâ�� social dilemma, since the

case where â�œeverybody does itâ�� might just lead to an alternative game (i.e.

one that is still even). Often though, it will destroy much of the gameâ�™s

appeal, particularly if the game relies on carefully balanced units and game

terrains such as many real-time-strategy games.

Grief play as a social dilemma
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In the physical world some types of behaviour are considered deviant and

destructive to a community. Smoking in meeting rooms would often fall into this

category, as would damaging the environment, be it by littering in city streets or

dumping chemical waste on playgrounds. Such behaviour may not always be

technically illegal but would nevertheless often lead to sanctions by other

community members. Of course, such sanctions are not necessarily just by any

external ethical standard. For instance a community might react repressively

towards someone expressing an opinion which runs contrary to some

conventional wisdom (e.g. Galileo advocating a heliocentric cosmology in a

highly religious environment). Thus, we should not accept any community

verdict as inherently â�œgoodâ��, but neither should we ignore that some types

of behaviour can be destructive to a community or a collective resource.

Deviant behaviour in multi-player games is often referred to as â�œgrief playâ��

(Foo and Koivisto 2004; Foo 2004). Definitions vary, but usually grief play refers

to behaviour which is intentionally harmful to others without resulting in direct

personal gain for the â�œgrieferâ�� or which seriously (and with intent) violates an

implicit community rule. Thus, killing an armed player character in combat is

not usually considered grief play (since the killer is working within the game to

maximize his score) whereas the case of a high-level warrior preying on

inexperienced newbies would qualify (as this usually does not increase the

high-level characterâ�™s score). An example of an implicit rule violation is the

phenomenon known as kill-stealing. Here, a player will make others expose

themselves to danger and hardship by taking on a monster (for instance) and

then - just before the monster perishes - jump into the fray and â�œsteal the

killâ�� by dealing the final blow thus getting experience points or other rewards.

This example highlights a long-standing ambiguity of MMORPGs. For while the

player group whose efforts were taken advantage of may well feel cheated, the

kill stealer could make the case that his behaviour was perfectly consistent with

his characterâ�™s background and motives. Thus, he could argue that playing

an explicitly evil thief, he (the player) cannot be blamed for acting immorally in

the game world. Such arguments reveal a conflict between player attitudes and

usually result in agreements (or compromises) that the player character can or

should be punished, as opposed to the player.

Grief play exists in other genres as well. Many shooters, for instance, have been

plagued by team killers, players who do not play the â�œofficialâ�� game but

rather see it as their goal to eliminate their team mates. For players looking for a

competitive game based on skill, such behaviour is clearly destructive. However,

since the game admin is typically involved in the game himself, team killers are

usually given short shrift. Also, team killing in shooters is far more manageable

on the code level than many types of MMORPG grief play, and shooter players

can choose game settings that suit them the best (for instance they can disable

the possibility of shooting oneâ�™s allies)[7].

Grief play can be seen as non-cooperative behaviour. The collective good in

question is the enjoyable game environment and the social dilemma rests on

the temptation to not spend the effort needed to maintain the value of the

game. Again we see that if all caved in to the temptation the collective resource

would not necessarily be destroyed. There would be no kills to steal however, and

if all chose to be team-killers a Counter-Strike battle might have all the attraction

of a soccer match were players did their best to place the ball in their own goal

and did not care for the score assigned by the official game rules (which could be

entertaining but which tellingly hasnâ�™t emerged as a popular pastime).
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Irresponsible participation as a social dilemma

Different game genres are affected by different social issues. A special problem

is shared by games in which actually playing involves a large time investment

and where one playerâ�™s behaviour directly affects everyone else. Both are

true for real-time-strategy games. Let us return, then, to the case of Age of Kings

Imagine that you have an important appointment later but would like to play

one game first. Your appointment starts in 90 minutes and you know that a

game usually takes anywhere from 30 to 90 minutes, sometimes more. If you

choose to participate knowing that in case the game drags on you will be forced

to quit at a certain point youâ�™re arguably exposing allies and opponents to an

unpleasant experience. Particularly if a game is evenly matched (and thus

interesting) one player quitting will tip the balance rendering the game more or

less inconsequential.

Or imagine a somewhat different situation. After 30 minutes of playing you

throw most of your resources into a bold strategy to eliminate your opponent. He

repels your attack. You estimate that you are now in a somewhat weaker position

than your enemy. The situation isnâ�™t hopeless but chances are that

somewhere down the line you will pay for your failed strategy. You resign.

In an important sense there is nothing immoral about resigning. It corresponds

to knocking over your king in chess. The winner of the Age of Kings battle,

however, is likely to consider it a cowardly move tied to your desire to control the

game (if you canâ�™t have it exactly your way, youâ�™re not even going to play

anymore). Age of Kings players look for competition and are often looking forward

to the actual battle phase of the game rather than taking pleasure in the careful

construction of their nation. To many players, then, you have just violated the

implicit rules of the game [8].

In both cases you are not cooperating to make the game entertaining and

pleasant for all involved. The temptation here is towards personal gratification

or mere selfishness, which runs counter to the interest of the other players. The

collective good is again an enjoyable gaming environment and here it is clear

that if all chose to ignore the norms for responsible participation the value of the

game would be greatly diminished.

Solutions to collective action problems

In the previous section I have outlined three social dilemmas which affect

multiplayer gaming. The motivation was two-fold: To argue that multiplayer

gaming, with certain qualifications, is comparable to real-life social interaction and

to enable the problems identified to be framed as social dilemmas which have been

studied explicitly for decades and less formally for millennia. 

In the following I will discuss the solutions developed in the literature on

cooperation to social dilemmas. Subsequently I will discuss these solutions as

they apply to games.

How could the commons be saved? Was there any way to counter the alleged

tendency for collective goods to invite tragedy? Although rarely formalized with

the rigor displayed by Olson, we are in fact now touching upon a core concern of

centuries of political theory. This should not surprise us, since after all, one

rather notable solution to this problem is the state itself. The state (or

government) solution has been advocated by those convinced that a powerful

neutral party was a requirement for constructive social relations (e.g. Hobbes

1997 org. pub. 1651). This neutral party, the state, would eliminate the
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temptation to exploit the contributions of others by means of surveillance and

punishment. Those who felt disinclined to contribute freely (say, by paying

taxes) would simply be threatened to do so. And those who did not wish to

contribute unless everybody else did, could now rest assured that no-one (or

very few) could unjustly enjoy the fruit of the labour of the righteous. Hardin

himself sympathised enthusiastically with this approach.

Another influential solution to the larger problem of social order has followed

the thinking of Adam Smith, arguing that given certain conditions the market

(mainly through surplus value derived from specialization) could govern itself.

In a capitalist system, even the selfish contribute to the general wellbeing since,

as the famous example goes, the baker (wanting nothing but your money) will

produce bread the purchase of which will serve your own interests. This

solution, however, is not directly compatible with the special circumstances

surrounding collective goods. Here, as we have seen thanks to Olson, individual

rationality may run counter to the greater good. In this tradition the solution to

the problem of collective action is rather radical: Abolish the tragedy-inviting

commons by privatizing collective goods such as roads, fisheries or even the

environment. In the case of Hardinâ�™s commons a private owner would have

no incentive to over-graze and in case others could make more efficient use of

the land, the owner could merely rent or sell. The market, the theory goes,

creates incentives for the maintenance and construction of privately owned

goods compatible with the interests of the larger public (the slogan being

â�̃ Everybodyâ�™s property is nobodyâ�™s propertyâ�™).

Finally, what might arguably constitute a third way has been proposed[9].

Political scientist Elinor Ostrom notes how many observers describing collective

action problems wish â�œto invoke an image of helpless individuals caught in an

inexorable process of destroying their own resourcesâ�� thus ignoring the possibility of

â�œan adequately specified theory of collective action whereby a group of principals

can organize themselves voluntarily to retain the residuals of their own effortsâ��

(Ostrom 1990). In other words, under certain conditions, people are able to

govern themselves. Scholars who have taken the time to study real-world

communities have found that even the much-feared-for fishing grounds can be

managed in such ways as can common farming or lumber grounds. Ostrom and

others have identified a number of criteria that are usually fulfilled in

communities able to arrive at durable solutions. Of these a certain degree of

permanence, the possibilities of monitoring the actions of other community

members and the prospect of future interaction stand out as essential.

Studies of the self-organization of natural resource management are

informative. However, as we are concerned with games, let us briefly examine a

few more closely related phenomena as way of examples.

Imagine, first, a hypothetical website offering tools for trading objects between

users. A would-be buyer is merely put into contact with a would-be seller and

the website provides nothing more in terms of features. Potential buyers asked

to pay before receiving their goods might not feel totally secure. The same goes

for sellers asked to send their goods in advance. It is telling at least that the

worldâ�™s most successful trading website www.ebay.com, offers significantly

more than our hypothetical example. Ebay makes use of a reputation

management system, allowing traders to rate each other in the wake of each

interaction (e.g. Resnick and Zeckhauser 2001). Ratings and reviews are

attached to user profiles to be browsed by future would-be interactors. This

radically changes the dyadic relationship between buyer and seller as both can
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consider the other personâ�™s history of honesty (or dishonesty) and are able to

affect that personâ�™s future potential within the system. In our first example,

each person is likely to feel insecure as there is a temptation for the other party

to cheat. Not so on eBay (which also has other measures to the same effect).

Thus, to the extent that the system works as intended, eBay users effectively

govern themselves.

This is not too dissimilar from the social life of www.slashdot.org. On this largely

user-organized news and community site, users contribute news and comments

to the news items. Others are then able to rate other peopleâ�™s contributions

and the average rating determines the prominence of the post and affects the

â�œkarmaâ�� of the poster through what one commentator has called â�œa pricing

system for online civicsâ�� (Johnson 2001). The result is a self-governing system in

which community-destructive behaviour is strikingly difficult and where the

tasks of central management are quite modest.

Now, neither eBay nor Slashdot are user-generated systems at their structural

level. Thus, they are not cases of individuals coming together to settle upon the

very core rules of communal existence. But when comparing to the â�œnaturalâ��

communities surveyed by Ostrom this is not so much a difference as a question

of the level of analysis. Even the most self-organizing real-life community does

not control the ground rules of gravity, visibility of nearby space or the sound-

carrying capacity of air so any assembly of people will be working within a

structure which is not for them to decide upon or radically change.

Features facilitating the emergence of swift trust (Meyerson, Weick, and Kramer

1996) such as the ones described here can clearly be remarkably conducive to

constructive social interaction in systems otherwise vulnerable to free rider

problems. In the following, I describe solutions to social dilemmas as they apply

to games.

Solutions to multiplayer dilemmas

Although game designers have not always predicted the need for such features

we see solutions corresponding (with varying degrees of precision) to the three

general solution types discussed above. Social dilemmas are actively combated

although this effect need not be conscious or direct. Some features or activities

which in fact combat social problems may be implemented simply because they

make the game more enjoyable on other dimensions.

Let us begin, however, with those solutions which correspond roughly to the

government approach. Here, we are looking for instances where autonomy is

surrendered to a neutral, powerful third party. Most clearly this manifests itself

in the phenomenon known as PunkBuster. PunkBuster is a third-party

application which is installed on the client machine. It here makes a series of

checks against its database which lists symptoms of cheating and â�œcleanâ��

players are then able to play each other. In the words of the developers, the

program takes on

â�œâ�¦the often burdensome task of protecting [game balance]

out in the real online world where dishonest players (we call

them punks) hack and wrongfully exploit the published game

for their own benefit at the expense of the honest player who

expects and deserves fun, fair competition.â��

http://www.evenbalance.com/index.php?page=info.php
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PunkBuster lets players alleviate their mutual trust deficit by giving up their

capacity to cheat. The individual, in other words, will pay (at least in terms of

time) in order to limit himself, knowing that only by making this sacrifice can the

players (as a group) achieve a favourable situation. Schematically the situation

looks like this:

Player A

PunkBuster + PunkBuster -

Player
B

PunkBuster
+

Both players: Good
outcome

Player A: Best outcome
Player B: Worst outcome

PunkBuster
-

Player A: Worst outcome
Player B: Best otcome

Both players: Bad
outcome

Grey cells are hypothetical instances. Only top left and bottom right are
actually possible.

If youâ�™re Player A you might prefer just being able to play without restrictions

or the requirement of installing PunkBuster while being sure that your opponent

is restricted. But if you both think in this way none of you install the application.

Better, then, for both of you to take on the cost of installing PunkBuster (not

â�œgreatâ��, but the best you can hope for). PunkBuster then works as a credible

commitment (see also Smith 2006), the signal that users send to others cannot

(feasibly) be faked. Another perspective would stress how installing the

application is a way of limiting the population of potential co-players, analogous

to a company limiting its customers to those who hold a special credit card which

is hard to get and highly secure. The number of transactions is bound to

decrease while the quality of the remaining will be high.

Another solution, this one available to game designers, is simply to not allow

whichever concrete action types are undesired. Behaviour patterns in Dark Age

of Camelot, in which PvP combat is not possible on standard servers (for low-to-

mid level characters) is different, we can probably assume, from behaviour

patterns in a hypothetical version of the game which does allow players to kill

other players. This points to a major difference between game designers and

real-life society designers (such as political philosophers). Whereas the latter will

do their best to discourage certain types of behaviour, game designers can

control the action space of the avatar such that he/she/it is simply unable to

point a sword in the direction of other avatars. This solution type has two caveats

however. Firstly, it only works against types of behaviour which can be targeted

algorithmically in a meaningful way. Since physically attacking another player in

a MMORPG, is typically an attack/not-attack dichotomy it is easily blocked.

Offensive language, on the other hand, can only be filtered crudely since the

offensiveness of any statement is largely a matter of interpretation. Secondly,

the crudeness of such limitations may impact on the gameâ�™s attraction.

Certain players (indeed all players) may enjoy a certain level of PvP while not

enjoying an ultra-violent newbie-threatening environment. Thus, completely

stripping away PvP, while clearly stopping player-killing may also decrease the

potential for enjoyable drama. In a sense, this was acknowledged by Origin in

their attempt to limit inter-player violence in Ultima Online. By graphically

singling out player-killers the game would advertise these playersâ�™ status as

dangerous and not (perhaps) to be trusted. Other games have similar features.

Several strategy games enable players to view the number of unfinished games

that other players have been involved in. Since disconnecting from an ongoing

game is an obvious (if rule-dependent) way of avoiding sure defeat but may also

have much more innocent explanations these games allow players to make their



own decisions as to the trustworthiness of would-be-opponents based on this

information.

Such features are part of a larger set of solutions which take the form of game-

play mechanics or features of the game which render constructive behaviour

profitable. One standard approach, used almost ritually in MMORPGs, is non-

zero-sum cross-character class cooperation. Whereas a single warrior can fight

monsters single-handedly and while a group of warriors can fight even larger

monsters together, groups consisting of a variety of character classes are usually

far more efficient in battle than the mere number of players in the group would

indicate (Koivisto 2003). This clearly inspires (XP-conscious) players to group

and cooperate in certain ways.

Finally, players themselves have repeatedly introduced techniques or

institutions which serve to control or diminish undesired player behaviour. One

such technique, facilitated by in-game communication features or sometimes

by external systems, relies on gossip. Players, through whatever media available

to them, will talk about each other, particularly in cases of great emotional

engagement. If, for instance, one player is a true nuisance within a strategy

game - or if someone cons another MMORPG player out of precious belongings -

the victims may (and often do) go out of their way to take revenge by

badmouthing the transgressor on public or group chat channels. Such gossip

aiming at social ostracism is sometimes formalized, as individuals or groups

publicise (or share) lists of evil-doers on websites, mailing lists etc [10].

But such activities pale in importance when compared to what is perhaps the

most pervasive measure taken by players to affect the social fabric of a game

community: the clan. The question we should be asking here is basic - why are

there clans? Why do some players bother to build these elaborate institutions

instead of merely teaming up on an ad hoc basis? This is not a question with a

single answer. Clans serve a variety of functions on various levels and clan

members at different levels of the group achieve different benefits.

Whatever the complex set of reasons for the existence of clans, they serve

functions important to the solution (or at least alleviation) of social dilemmas.

Firstly, they are comparable to PunkBuster in the way that they divide the

population of gamers into those who a player can trust (members of the same

clan) and those he or she may not want to trust (non-members). Secondly, in the

case of clans that are generally well-known or clans that have frequent dealings

with another group, a clan may serve the function of institutionally verifying the

trustworthiness of its members. Clan-membership is both a commitment (the

member, by presumably caring about his membership, is encouraged to live up

to its standards) and a signal that a larger institution vouches for him or her.

As to personal commitment, clans often explicitly remind their members that

membership is a privilege, that continued membership depends on acceptable

behaviour, and that individual behaviour reflects back on the clan itself. For

instance, the website of the Star Wars Galaxies â�œplayer associationâ�� Knights

of the Force states that

There is by common sense a code of ethics within KotF, No member shall
bad mouth another member or shall be given a demerit, two demerits
shall warrant a vote of dismissal and three demerits warrants automatic
dismissal.
Remember that you are a member of the Knights of the Force and each
action you do is a mirror of our PA [â�¦](Knights of the Force 2002)

#note10


When signalling the incentives of its members to remain virtuous, the clan

functions somewhat like a bank. When making important financial transactions

trust is often facilitated by having banks vouch for the parties involved. You are

no longer asked to trust a single person, but instead a large institution

interested in its own reputation and unlikely to disappear without a trace. Thus,

by accepting a player, the clan allows the player to use it as institutional backing

and thus to make trustworthy signals (Smith 2006). Of course, the effect of a

playerâ�™s clan membership on others depends entirely on the how these

others perceive the clan. If it is obscure, brand new or has a tarnished

reputation, flagging oneâ�™s membership is not likely to have a beneficial

effect.

What may surprise us is how rarely game designers themselves have

implemented features which could alleviate the problems. When such

measures are taken they often take the form of severe restrictions of player

freedom (e.g. disallowing PvP combat). Solutions of the Slashdot or eBay type

described above have not been attempted on a large scale although they would

be particularly effective towards some types of grief play (mostly team-killing

and similar offences) and irresponsible play. If team-killing in a team-based

shooter or quitting an RTS battle early meant that other players would most

likely describe their experience with a player on his profile that player might

think twice before upsetting the others. Such a feature might also support

identification as there would be costs attached to replacing oneâ�™s profile for a

â�œclean slateâ��. Clean profiles would soon be considered untrustworthy (which

unfortunately would make it hard to enter the system as a new player). The Age

of Kings pre-game matching system, for instance, has almost no support for

recognition beyond a binary friend/not-friend classification (no personal rating

system) and no way to rate or comment upon other users (no public rating

system) (Smith 2006).

Game designers may well worry about the risks inherent in giving players

leverage over one another and arguably, gamers have stronger motivations to

rate strategically than eBay users. In a tournament-like system, another

playerâ�™s success may be inversely related to the raterâ�™s own score. Thus,

the more directly competitive the relationship between two players, the less

stock should generally be put in their public ratings of each other.

While details of any concrete system may render it exploitable, a series of

principles may diminish the risk of strategic ratings. First of all, the truthfulness

of a rating should be more important to the rater than to the person being rated.

For instance, ratings might only be available to oneâ�™s friends. In such a case,

rating someone unjustly would mostly harm those whom you care about.

Making ratings visible only to a small group within a system would not greatly

reduce a would-be cheaterâ�™s incentives to cheat, but would protect the

enjoyable experience of oneâ�™s own group.

Second, the act of rating may be costly. â�œKarma pointsâ�� may be severely

limited or rating may cost the rater more than the potential score gain from

giving a dishonest rating. This cost need not take the form of actual points, but

could be related to the time needed to register a rating.

Also, the robustness of a rating system may be increased by following the page

ranking principles of Googleâ�™s search engine. Here a link to a page is treated

as a recommendation but the strength of the recommendation is determined by

the number and strength of links to the linking page. Similarly, having oneâ�™s

rating of other players count for much might require that the rater has generally



positive ratings himself.

Structural solutions generally work by changing the payoff of behaviour types,

particularly by diminishing the temptation to act destructively. But this might

also be handled more dynamically and on more local scales. Consider this:

Different players have different preferences and playing styles and may have

different levels of risk-aversion. Some might be willing to invest in broadband,

disconnect the phone and cancel all appointments while others might be

interested in slightly more casual gaming. The players themselves might be

allowed to configure the sanctions imposed against certain behaviour types.

How much, for instance, should it cost to disconnect from an RTS game? This

might be determined by the players before launching the game and individuals

can seek out games according to their preferences. The group would then have

influence on the rules and the severity of sanctions tailored to local needs and

preferences. Both features have been identified as important to well-

functioning real-life communities (Ostrom 1990).

Conclusions

Many multiplayer games require cooperation from the players. This article has

argued that an important aspect of this cooperation can be understood as the

joint construction or maintenance of collective goods. This cooperation is crucial

in any game (or game-related situation) where opportunistic behaviour on parts

of individuals can diminish the playability or enjoyment of a game. Cooperation

on collective goods, this article has argued, is best framed in the language of

collective action theory inspired by political science.

Considering multiplayer games three aspects were considered particularly rife

with tension caused by social dilemmas. In the case of cheating many players

may well prefer that no-one cheats but also succumb to the temptation to cheat

themselves. Grief play may be seen as the result of some players choosing

playing styles that, although afforded by the game code, runs contrary to the

enjoyment that others can achieve from the game. Finally, irresponsible

participation refers to the the temptation to disrespect interaction conventions

that players must abide by if they wish to keep the playing experience enjoyable

for the other(s). Since all three phenomena can be considered social dilemmas

they are amenable to analyses of social order often seeking to arrive at ways to

encourage constructive behaviour. Classical solution types were discussed

followed by an analysis of the techniques actually employed in gaming contexts

to secure a modicum of social order.

Finally, suggestions were given as to how to how to more consciously apply

experiences from real-life social dilemmas to game settings. It was noted in

particular how certain web-based interaction systems have managed to

construct features which enable users themselves to do the practical work of

managing unconstructive behaviour.

On a more general level the article has argued that multiplayer gaming

situations are nearly similar to social phenomena studied for centuries and, by

consequence, that there is no justification for ignoring this work. People are still

people when they go online, even if they log into World of Warcraft.

Has this article argued, then, that game designers should strive for conflict-free

environments, frictionless utopias where no-one has anything to fear? Not at all.

Conflict is the essence of drama, and it certainly is at the heart of gaming. None

of us would like games with no conflict and none of us would care to play in



deeply repressive and Orwellian environments. As Thomas Hardin observed,

however: In a world of scarcity some measures must be taken if we are to

preserve any environment worth having. The trick is knowing which ones.

Hopefully this article has supplied some indications.

Notes

[1] Hardinâ�™s profession is telling. At that very time evolutionary biology was

ridding itself of (most) group selection theories, ideas that evolution could be

explained at the level of species or groups. Evolution, it was now convincingly

argued, works on the level of the gene, a trait is not reproduced because it

benefits a group.

[2] It would be quite inappropriate, for instance, to estimate the effect on the

player of playing a certain game by focusing solely on the formal reward system.

Losing what is technically a zero-sum game (such as Chess or Counter-Strike)

may clearly be both entertaining and rewarding, just not in terms of the game

structure. The chance to score points is obviously not the only reason why

people play games and clearly cannot explain the gaming experience.

[3] See http://www.opensorcery.net/velvet-strike/

[4] On http://aok.heavengames.com/

[5] Richard Bartle on page 112 of his â��Designing Virtual Worldsâ�� define

exploits as something which the virtual world allows but that the designers wish

it didnâ�™t . An example of such an exploit would be the â�œfarm bugâ�� in early

versions of Age of Kings. The â�œfarm bugâ�� allowed players to manipulate

villagers in ways that increased food production beyond the intentions of the

designers.

[6] The knowledge base, for these same reasons, must deal with highly specific

questions such as: â�œIs placing civic structures such as Streetlamps, Statues

and Fountains near Faction Installations an exploit?â��

[7] There are, of course, many other ways of sabotaging the team effort than

merely killing oneâ�™s allies. More subtle forms are radically less directly

manageable by code.

[8] It could be worse, of course. Truly upsetting would be your resignation

combined with an attempt to rob your opponent of his glory by statements such

as â�œYou cheated. I paused the game because the phone rangâ��.

[9] Although often described as markedly different solutions, from certain

perspectives the three solutions types are not so different. Governments, for

instance, may be seen as a technique introduced by a populace in order to

govern itself.

[10] In one Battlefield 1942 forum (at www.forumplanet.com/planetbattlefield),

for instance, a disgruntled player posted: â��I was playing on Moder's Omaha

Beach server and there was this player named KK. He was using some type of hack

that allowed him not to show up on the score board, among others. Does anyone

know anything about this player or this hackâ�¦ I just thought I would let everyone

know to stay away from this player KKâ��.
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